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Abstract 

HECTOR is an open distributed environment based on the principles of RM-ODP [1]. We 
view an open system as one supporting heterogeneous components and extension to include 
new components. It exploits managed multi-party bindings and transparency support to fulfill 
the ambitions of ODP environments. As RM-ODP exists to give a common language to 
distributed systems, HECTOR provides a common implementation capable of integrating 
distributed systems which can be described under RM-ODP. The HECTOR environment is 
implemented by a four layer architecture which provides language and communication 
transparencies. The rigorous support for specification, negotiation, and management of multi
party bindings extends the domain of distributed environment applications to include niches 
such as the Business Contract Architecture. 
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1. Introduction 

Several generations of distributed processing environments have passed through the computer 
industry. As in many cultures, the IT industry expectations have changed with these 
movements and the current popular distributed computing environments exhibit the collection 
of current interests. Unfortunately many of these interests are rooted in the lessons of 
yesterday and not the expectations of tomorrow. Our aim in the HECTOR project is to bridge 
this gap through a new approach in the area of open distributed infrastructures. 

We begin this paper with a description of several areas of work which either provide historical 
motivation or otherwise position our work within the distributed environment arena. The 
description of our own work begins with an overview of the HECTOR environment from an 
object's perspective (an object being an encapsulation of state and activity). We follow with an 
architecture view that explains the layers in our architecture model and how they support the 
requirements of our distributed environment. 

Distributed, object-oriented design model. 
Tools for the specification and refinement of heterogeneous software components. 
Supervised interaction between disparate organisations. 
Management of separated software components. 

To complete the picture of HECTOR work, we look at the set of tools being used to manage 
and evaluate the environment. A concrete example of a multi-party binding based on a 
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Business Contract Architecture developed within our organisation is described. We finish with 
some conclusions from our work. 

1.1. Motivation 

HECTOR supports the notion of an open and extensible environment which can be adapted to 
support new infrastructure. It sits above the traditional middleware layers providing guidance 
for interoperability and extensibility. The environment was designed with scalability in mind. 
Two key contributions of our work are the notions of interoperable middleware platforms and 
multi-party bindings. These issues will be discussed later in this paper. 

It should be of no surprise that a major influence on our work has been RM-ODP. Where RM
ODP provides a framework for describing distributed systems, HECTOR takes the next step 
and provides infrastructural support for realizing this framework in a software environment. 
Throughout this paper, the reader will recognise terms and concepts borrowed from RM-ODP. 
These concepts have been implemented in the spirit of RM-ODP. For example, the concept of 
a multi-party binding with runtime support for role verification is based directly on the 
associated visions of RM-ODP. 

Many other groups have based their work on the ideas in RM-ODP. An early and influential 
environment was created by APM called ANSAware [2]. It provided many facilities only now 
being matched in work such as OMG's CORBA [3]. These included federated Traders, 
rudimentary Type Management, and a notification service. 

In recent times, OMG's CORBA has begun to align itself with the work of RM-ODP. One of 
the first successful cross fertilisations was the specification of an ODP Trader as a supported 
CORBA service. Although the OMG had early teething troubles (e.g. interoperability) with its 
specification based architecture, continuing work looks to address interoperability and security 
issues. Many people will concentrate on CORBA's object-oriented approach to distributed 
systems construction but a large part of OMG's work involves bringing together a disparate 
community of users to agree on a common set of object services that are required in a 
distributed environment. These services cover both 

the common services applicable to all objects, 
and industry specific, vertical markets such as telecommunication. 

The service coverage has been more influential on our work than the more obvious use of an 
object -oriented environment. 

OSF's DCE [4] is a scalable, open distributed infrastructure. Three key contributions of DCE 
are: 

DCE has adopted a useful scalability model which limits local knowledge to a cell and 
requires contractual agreements between cells to cross cell boundaries. 
The security infrastructure provided by DCE is both pervasive and working. This feature 
alone provided a significant technical reason for choosing DCE. 
DCE is provided to vendors through a common source code distribution ported to a number 
of reference platforms. Through these common platforms interoperability between hetero
geneous platforms has been relatively easy to implement and test for all vendors. 

Our goal in designing and building HECTOR is not to rework existing middleware products 
such as DCE and CORBA but to influence the future direction of middleware platforms. We 
feel our bold goals of middleware interoperability and support for complex multi-party binding 
will stand the test of time and will be part of many distributed infrastructures of the future. 
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2. HECTOR Environment 

Distributed systems programming is complex to manage and error prone to program. RM
ODP attempts to overcome these problems through the introduction of transparencies. 
Transparencies hide components of system complexity while still enabling direct access to the 
underlying components when necessary. 

HECTOR provides application objects with a consistent environment, regardless of their 
physical location, through a series of transparencies. The goal of the HECTOR environment is 
to support a dynamic, global system of distributed objects that encourage diversity through an 
extensible infrastructure. Support is provided for 

multiple parties in high level interaction bindings, 
multiple object implementation languages, 
multiple interaction models, and 
multiple transport protocols. 

Together with transparency, this support provides a rich environment for integrating often 
diverse distributed systems technology and requirements. 

2.1. Capsules 

A Capsule provides a support environment (as outlined above) for Object execution. It 
encapsulates and insulates Objects from the underlying machine and operating system 
architectures. 

Capsule 

Figure 1: Capsules within a distributed environment. 

From an engineering viewpoint, it is an executable program normally started by privileged 
users. Multiple objects exist within a Capsule through the allocation of an initial thread of 
execution. Figure 1 shows a Capsule ("gumball" machine) supporting multiple objects 
communicating through the Communications Layer and utilizing one of the fundamental 
services. Only the interfaces for Services are specified within the Capsule. They are bound to 
service implementations at Capsule initialization and implementation of a service within a 
capsule is only one implentation choice. Multiple Capsules can be run on a single host and 
each can support a customised set of communication mechanisms and services. The choice of 
creating a new Capsule or using an existing one is a matter of performance management and 
administration. 

The Capsule comprises three layers: 
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a Language Layer providing a language-specific view of the HECTOR environment, 
an Encapsulation (or Kernel) Layer implementing the fundamental components of HEC
TOR, and 
a Communications Layer mapping the Kernel communication primitives into various com
munication transport protocols. 

Section 3 discusses each of these architectural layers in more detail. 

2.2. Binding 

Communication between distributed objects is traditionally modelled as a remote method 
invocation or procedure call. This has two general flavours, RPC and messaging, depending 
upon whether the method has a return value. The methods that a remote object exports are 
collectively called its Interface. Traditionally, having selected a remote object identified by an 
opaque address or reference, the thread of execution sequentially invokes methods at the 
remote interface. 

RM-ODP, and subsequently HECTOR, extend this notion of communication with the formal 
concept of Bindings. A Binding is a specification of a set of roles and the communication 
patterns between those roles that are needed to perform some higher level function. This allows 
complex, enterprise-level tasks to be described as binding types, similar in some way to 
workflow descriptions [13]. 

HECTOR utilises an object-oriented approach to design and provides key kernel classes which 
the application programmer inherits and extends. For example, the Business Contract 
Architecture [12] requires a complex relationship of several essential roles including a 
contract verifier, a contract enforcer, and a notary. Relationship specification is split into two 

parts. 
Intra-interface communication requirements govern activity as seen through a single inter
face. This includes what interactions the role/interface may undertake and in what order. 
Inter-interface (or inter-role) requirements specify the allowable sequences of actions 
between interfaces. This describes allowable sequences of interaction between the inter
faces within a binding. 

Relationship constraints are agreed during binding construction and can be relied upon to 
enforce allowable interaction sequences with roles such as the notary. The construction of the 
peer-to-peer communication channels at runtime is left to the infrastructure rather than being 
explicitly programmed. 

Bindings are by nature complex and we anticipate their construction through CASE-like tools 
which allow the discovery and extension of existing binding types. Such work is supported by 
the Type Management system included with HECTOR. An ODP Trader is also useful to find 
Interface Offers exported by willing objects. An Interface Offer describes the willingness of an 
object to support a typed Interface. Once an appropriate collection of Interface Offers is 
established and the proposed binding type is constructed, the process of binding negotiation 
and instantiation can begin. Briefly this consists of three phases. 
1. A binding proposal is sent to each of the Objects involved (i.e. those providing selected 

Interface Offers). 
2. They may respond with an acceptance leading to step 3 or a counter proposal in which 

case the binding process returns to step 1. 
3. When all parties agree on a shared binding type, the set of communication endpoints are 
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distributed amongst the parties and an instance of the binding is created with the agreed set 
of roles being fulfilled by the offering Objects. 

The binding negotiation process can be complex. For example, it is possible that the set of 
communication protocols that each Interface Offer is willing to use may preclude it talking to 
the Object conducting the binding creation but would work well within the final binding. This 

requires negotiation packets to be tunnelled to the Objects offering the Interface Offers to 
ensure each Object can receive the proposal. 

Following binding construction and initialisation, the inter- and intra-interface behaviour must 
be monitored as the Objects attempt to interact. Quality of service can also change during the 
life of a Binding and the richness of the Binding type gives ample room for negotiation and 
monitoring of such issues. Offences in either interface behaviour or quality of service 
conditions may result in interface exceptions triggering the destruction or possible 
renegotiation of a Binding. Binding renegotiation requires interacting Objects to provide an 
interface which is capable of undertaking the construction of a new Binding with a modified 
Binding proposal. 

2.3. Services 

CORBA has successfully demonstrated the concept of a distributed environment based on 
service acquisition and use. HECTOR also relies on service availability and has designated 
some services to be fundamental, for reasons of bootstrapping, dependency or as a means of 
ensuring a richer programming environment. Fundamental Object services within HECTOR 
are accessed through the Capsule via a set of standard service interfaces to network-based 
service implementations or servers. The instantiation of services and binding to server 
implementations is conducted during Capsule initialisation. 

HECTOR guarantees to provide the fixed set of fundamental services at every location. The 
actual implementation of the services can vary but the service interface provided to Objects is 
standardised and guaranteed to be available. 

We have chosen nine fundamental services, with a particular emphasis on providing a rich, 
ODP environment for objects. These services are: 

Notification 
Generation of event information and subscription to receive notification of events using 
expressions over the event information. 
We are using the Elvin [5] notification service which is being developed as a parallel activ
ity. 

• Authentication 
Authentication of object identity. These credentials are used for authorisation checks dur

ing binding. 
• Privacy 

Communication between Objects and storage of information can both require privacy. The 
Privacy service provides a mechanism for encrypting data. 

• Banking 
Objects need to pay for use of services. In order to maintain their "credit" across invoca
tions, a banking service is provided. Objects may open accounts and access them using 
identifying tokens. 
Naming 
The name service provides a mechanism to associate an arbitrary piece of information with 
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a string name. This interface is modelled on the X/Open Federated Naming specification 
[6], but modified to support an object oriented interface [7]. 
Type Management 
A repository of type descriptions. A single type may have descriptions in many languages, 
from English commentary, through formal specifications, to executable specifications. 
Trading 
The Trading service interface is modelled on the proposed joint ISO ODP I OMG CORBA 
Trader specification [8]. 
Policy 
Objects require configuration information. The HECTOR Policy service [9] provides a 
mechanism for retrieving an arbitrary string of information using a wild card key, similar to 
X resources. 
Relationships 
Objects frequently need to maintain records of their relationships with other Objects. This 
service provides a strongly typed repository of relationship instances which can be queried 
by Objects. 

Service implementations are bound to the standard interfaces during the initialisation of the 
Capsule, as determined by a local configuration (currently a file but arguably a task for the 
policy service). This configuration can be set on a per host, per network or other basis. An 
example of this configuration is to select an existing enterprise name service for use in 
HECTOR, such as the DCE CDS/GDS or the Solaris NIS+ [10] system. 

2.4. User Login and Interface 

We have described HECTOR Objects interacting with other Objects through Bindings, 
utilising well-known services for fundamental infrastructure mechanisms, and communicating 
through an abstract communication layer. User access to the HECTOR environment is through 
a special Object type called MARCO. MARCO exists within a Capsule, as do all Objects, and 
links the user into this Capsule environment. MARCO provides the user with mechanisms to 
manage and explore not only the local Capsule environment but through federated services 
such as Traders and Type Managers, it gains access to Objects in other Capsules. 

Each MARCO Object conducts the user login process by authenticating the user with the 
security service and picking up user, group, and enterprise policies from the policy service. 
Initial work on MARCO has concentrated on the concepts of resource discovery and 
exploration through universal Object client technology. 

2.5. Mobile Computing 

An infrastructure supporting complex binding provides many opportunities to demonstrate 
new technology solutions requiring complex relationships between interacting components. 
Mobile computing can take advantage of HECTOR's support of Binding negotiation and 
runtime Binding monitoring. HECTOR's binding infrastructure can enforce acceptable 
constraints on mobility. 

We have identified three characteristics of Object mobility that can be usefully explored within 
a HECTOR environment. 

Mobility induces some form of disconnectedness of the Object from an interaction rela
tionship or binding. Often this will involve the physical disconnection of a computing 
device or relocation of a user through a new user interface Object (MARCO). We term the 
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activity of representing an Object or user in a binding an agent. Objects acting as agents 
for mobile Objects actively participate in Bindings and provide synchronisation support for 
disconnected data as well as maintenance of their special interaction relationship with the 
remote Object. 
As Objects change location, their Quality of Service can also alter. HECTOR provides use
ful opportunities to negotiate ranges of acceptable quality of service at binding initiation. If 
quality falls out of this acceptable range, a new binding may be negotiated or the the bind
ing left to destruct gracefully. 
We also regard the user interface as an additional characteristic which can change due to 
mobility. It refers to the paradigm for user interface interaction that is available through the 
user agent, MARCO. It may be a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) with low screen resolu
tion or a high end workstation. Each will effect the relationship with other objects as they 
deliver and receive information from the user interface Object. Constraints imposed by 
user interface choices map to requirements on quality of service but are worthy of special 
attention due to their relationship to often inconsistent user requirements. 

The HECTOR binding scheme is extensible to further requirements which actively use 
negotiation and monitoring of interaction or characteristics. 

3. HECTOR Architecture 
We have looked at the Capsule from the HECTOR environment perspective. We now tum our 
attention to the underlying architecture supporting the Capsule environment. The architecture 
consists of four layers making up the Objects and supporting Capsule (see figure 2). Each 
Object in the Object Layer uses a language mapping from the Language Layer to access the 
Kernel Layer. Finally the Kernel Layer uses one of the transport protocols from the 
Communication Layer to fulfill its interaction requirements. The arrows show the progress 
through the layers by each Object. 

3.1. Object Layer 

Object Layer 

r-------

1 
I Language Layer 

I 

I Encapsulation/Kernel 
I Layer 
I 
I 
I Communications Layer 
I 
L------------------~ 

Figure 2: Architectural layers of HECTOR. 

The Object layer contains both applications (Objects) and fundamental Services loaded by the 
Capsule during its initialisation. Objects execute as separate entities within the Capsule 
process, each with at least one private thread. Objects are created from Templates, a 
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description of an Object type which can be interpreted by the appropriate language layer to 
create Object instances. Objects are instantiated by the Capsule as a result of operations on the 
Capsule management interface. 

The interface between the Object and Language layer represents the complete set of facilities 
available to an Object. While it is currently possible for an Object to directly access operating 
system functions, this ability will be removed in a future version once replacement system 
services are available and suitable security services are implemented. The privileged Capsule 
Services are derived from a common Service class which is tum is derived from the generic 
Object class. The Service class will retain its access to the host's facilities and can be used to 
make them available to other Objects. 

3.2. Capsule 

The language, kernel (or encapsulation), and communication layers form a single entity called 
the Capsule. The layers combine to form a common HECTOR infrastructure accessible 
through multiple languages and mapping to multiple transport protocols. 

3.2.1. Language Layer 
The HECTOR kernel is designed to support Objects written in different languages. A module 
that implements the mapping between the Capsule Kernel layer and Object templates written 
in a particular language is called a language binding. The set of language bindings loaded into 
a Capsule form the language layer. 

Each language binding performs three basic functions, the first of which is mandatory for all 
objects. 

Encapsulate the Kernel layer classes making them accessible from the Template language. 
Enable instantiation of Objects using language specific Templates. 
Enable execution of the instantiated Objects. 

Each language binding consists of a set of classes which encapsulate the facilities provided by 
the Capsule Kernel and the fundamental services. These classes (or types) are 

Message 
Message types are used or specialised by the Object programmer and describe the basic 
message units needed for communication between the application Objects. 
The base Message class of a language binding must also map the native language data 
types onto those supported by the kernel. This issue has already been addressed (to differ
ent extents) by DCE, CORBA and ILU [11]- we intend to borrow heavily from their work 
in this area. 
Interaction 
Interaction types constrain patterns of Message exchange between Interfaces. Standard 
Interactions include the RPC, stream and multicast predefined classes; other complex Mes
sage patterns can be specified by programmers. 
Interface 
Interface types are used or specialised by the Object programmer to constrain the messages 
received and sent by an Object. This is where intra-interface behaviour is specified. 
HECTOR Interfaces must explicitly describe all communication external to the Object. 
Interfaces use Message types to specify the allowable types of communicated data, while 
the ordering, permitted concurrency and other qualities of service related to the communi
cation are directly constrained by Interface types. 
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• Binding 
Expressed in tenns of Messages, Interactions and Interfaces, Bindings constrain the con
nections between the Objects used by an application. 
The use of Message, Interface and Binding types allow a programmer to ensure the robust
ness of an Object while allowing dynamic use of different service implementations and 
communication protocols. The kernel ensures that the abstract communication specified 
by the Binding occurs correctly or generates exceptions. 
Role 
Role is a subtype of Interface used in the specification of Interactions and Bindings. It 
describes the required characteristics of Interfaces capable of fulfilling a nominated role in 
the Interaction or Binding. For example, the notary role specifies the minimal set of inter
actions and behaviour required from an interface to take the part of a notary in a Business 
Contract Binding. 
Object 
The base Object class is specialised by the programmer to create HECTOR application 
Objects. Several subclasses of Object provide different levels of abstraction suited for dif
ferent Object types. For example, Application Object and Service Object. 
Offer 
Objects interact by offering and consuming services. Objects wishing to offer a service 
create an instance of the Offer class, specifying the Interface type and their qualities of 
service. The Offer instance is created within the kernel and manages requests from other 
Objects for the use of the Object. 
Capsule 
The Capsule class defines the interface to the only external functionality available to 
Objects. It includes construction methods for the preceding classes and access to the 
instances of the fundamental Services. 
The fundamental services provided by the Capsule are represented as classes with standard 
APis. The Service classes are an abstraction which hide details of the real services pro
vided by a specific host/site. 
Each Capsule makes an instance of these classes available to its Objects. Services them
selves are a specialised subclass of Object implemented with careful negotiation of their 
mutual dependencies. 

Each Language Layer implementation must provide access to these classes. The target class 
methods are bound to the HECTOR system through a C API. 

A Template is a description of a type with enough detail to allow its instantiation. Language 
bindings can provide support for additional Template fonnats if required. For example, 
compiled fonnats for interpreted languages. 

For interpreted languages the template is often a raw source fonnat or a pre-parsed/checked 
byte-code acceptable to the interpreter. Template languages other than OS/processor-specific 
machine code will require that Capsules load an interpreter module. This will nonnally require 
the interpreter to be available as a dynamically loadable module able to be called by the 
Capsule. 

Compiled languages require a mechanism to load a shared object file fonnat. Some initial 
work has been done using shared libraries and C++. 
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3.2.2. Kernel (or Encapsulation) Layer 
The Kernel layer lies below the language layer and uses the Communications layer for 
interaction. It provides implementations of the major HECTOR classes described in the 
Language layer. The semantics of binding and interaction are manifested in this layer. 

3.2.3. Communications Layer 
The communication layer addresses transport protocol transparency. The kernel is able to 
interact through multiple protocols while knowing nothing about the implementation of the 
transport protocol. Classes provided by the abstract communication layer include: 

Protocol 
Protocol is an abstraction for an entity able to create Endpoint instances. It describes the 
kind of endpoints it can create using the abstract Message, Interface and Interaction 
classes. This permits constraints on the data types of messages, their sequencing at the 
endpoint (e.g. RPCs, announcements or streams), and their ability to connect to other par
ties (e.g. peer to peer or multicast). 
Endpoint 
Endpoint instances maintain an actual communication protocol endpoint within an abstract 
interface. 
Interface instances are implemented by one or more Endpoint instances, depending on their 
required connectivity to other Objects. The actual mapping of an Interface to a set of End
points is performed by the Binding constructor using the initiating Object's policy setting 
to choose a preferred communication protocol for each physical connection. 
Address 
Endpoint addresses are opaquely encoded in Address instances. Each Protocol supports 
one or more Address formats which it registers with the Capsule to allow resolution of 
Interface Endpoints. 

The Communication layer is comprised of the set of Protocol instances existing in a Capsule. 
Protocols can be dynamically loaded and unloaded using the Capsule's management interface. 

4. HECTOR Tools 

The HECTOR environment provides several tools for programmers and users in addition to the 
basic Capsule executable, the Services and the Object classes. 

4.1. Binding Specification 

Descriptions of Bindings and Interfaces have been traditionally performed using a combination 
of an IDL and its compiler together with some program code. This simple approach to 
specification does not work due to the richness of the bindings. Hand coding of complete IDL 
descriptions for even a simple two-party Binding can take several pages to describe the Roles 
and allowable behaviour. 

HECTOR provides a graphical editor for Interface and Binding type manipulation. It allows 
Bindings to be designed based on the description of the Interface events, their sequencing 
constraints, and the connection between Interfaces. Graphical representations of Bindings and 
their components are stored as a related type representation within the Type Service. We 
foresee most new Bindings being constructed through a CASE-like tool which utilises the 
Type Service to allow Interaction, Role, and Binding reuse. 
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4.2. Capsule Browser 

A Capsule Browser provides a means to manage the Capsules running across a network. The 
browser can display the state of a Capsule including the Capsule's Services, Communication 
modules, Language Modules, loaded Templates and instantiated Objects. A user can load or 
unload modules and templates, and create new Objects from a loaded template. 

The Capsule Browser uses the Capsule's management interface to perform these operations. 
This interface is also available to other Objects with appropriate authorisation. 

Finally, the Capsule Browser also provides management for the fundamental Capsule services. 
The Trader, Type Manager and Policy services are currently all accessible using specific 
control panels within the Capsule Browser. 

In future much of the functionality of the Capsule Browser will be transferred to MARCO as it 
fulfills the user interface role including exploration and management as undertaken by the 
current browser technology. 

5. Example: The Business Contract Architecture 

Business contracts are an essential ingredient of a software architecture facilitating more 
efficient inter-organisational business interactions. The Business Contract Architecture [12] 
(BCA) identifies important contract concepts from economic and legal standpoints and uses 
them to derive a business contract framework. 

Contracts exist within a contract domain which specifies the rules and policies with which 
members of that domain must comply. This concept maps well onto a HECTOR binding. The 
process of contract offer and counter-offer is directly reflected in the Binding negotiation 
process. The BCA specifies a number of contract service agents including a contract verifier, 
monitor, and enforcer as outlined in section 2.2. A particular contract will introduce 
requirements and limitations on the interaction between contracting parties. In particular the 
contract can specify 

the roles of the parties, 
the period of the contract, 
the actions or items received in consideration, 
the obligations of each role in terms of criteria over the considerations (quality, quantity, 
etc.), and 
the domain of the contract. 

·These are reflected in the HECTOR Binding concepts of binding specification, negotiation, 
and runtime management. 

Without BCA support it would be necessary to implement such functionality in application and 
support objects but this would not guarantee the correctness of the contract as can be 
guaranteed by the HECTOR infrastructure. The HECTOR infrastructure is both richly 
descriptive and independent of the contracting parties. 

6. Conclusion 
HECTOR provides support for the negotiation, construction, monitoring, and management of 
multi-party bindings in a rich interaction environment. This object environment encourages 
diversity (and through its extensibility, openness) by 

providing multiple object implementation languages, 
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using multiple interaction protocols, 
built over transparent access to multiple transport protocols. 

Objects are active within Capsules and interact through multi-party bindings. A set of 
fundamental ODP services provide a rich support environment for scalable access to both 
objects and other capsules. 

The HECTOR infrastructure is suited to a rich set of applications where the themes of 
negotiation, monitoring, and management are common. Mobility requires negotiation of 
acceptable quality of service bounds, monitoring of connectedness, and management of 
changing quality of service. The formality of a Business Contract Architecture relies upon a 
guarantee of known interaction sequences to ensure valid contractual obligations are fulfilled. 
This range of applications is rich and growing. 
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